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The mission of this site is to bring together all the entities and individuals that are 

separately working toward accomplishing what constitutes in fact their common mission, 

namely, to ensure integrity in our federal and state courts. By focusing our efforts and combining 

our resources we can pursue it much more effectively than up to now. To that end, a 

Programmatic Proposal is put forward for accomplishing that mission by achieving three realistic 

and progressively attainable objectives through a program of specific, manageable activities. 

 

Programmatic Proposal 

to Unite Entities and Individuals to Use Their Resources Effectively 

in Our Common Mission to Ensure Integrity in Our Courts 
by Engaging in Specific Activities to Achieve Concrete Objectives 

 
 

Summary of Objectives and Activities 

(v.2 as of October 30, 2006) 

1. Unite entities and individuals across the nation who denounce judges engaged in coordinated 

wrongdoing, such as bankruptcy fraud schemes, so that with their combined efforts and 

resources a virtual firm can be formed on the Internet composed of: 

a) investigative journalists that will search for evidence of such wrongdoing in a 

Watergate-like Follow the money! investigation that will start with filed bankruptcy 

petitions, follow their leads through the schemers’ webs of personal and financial 

relationships, and end exposing the uncovered evidence in a media campaign on the 

Internet as well as through local and national newspapers and radio and TV stations; and 

b) lawyers that will bring a class action on behalf of people injured by judges shown by the 

journalists’ evidence to have participated in coordinated wrongdoing as well as on behalf of 

people who have exercised the right to file a complaint against a judge only to have 

their complaints systematically dismissed by judges protecting one another; 

so that ever more members of the public will be made aware of the extent and damaging 

consequences for everybody of coordinated wrongdoing by judges. By the same token, other 

kinds of fraud schemes, such as in probate, tax, or family courts, can be included in the 

investigation if the leads are likely to result in finding evidence of criminal activity that when 

made part of the class action will not be liable to exclusion under the judges’ pretext that 

such evidence concerns judicial acts covered by the doctrine of judicial immunity, which 

certainly does not protect judges from being prosecuted for participating in criminal activity. 

2. Thereby, cause an outraged public to force the authorities outside the judiciary, such as the 

FBI, the Department of Justice, Congress, and their state counterparts, to investigate coordi-

nated wrongdoing in the judiciaries and proceed to the impeachment or prosecution and con-

viction of judges and other wrongdoers, and bring about the retirement of other unfit judges. 

3. Channel the public’s demand for integrity among judges to the reform by law of the 

mechanism of judicial discipline through the creation of an external body -whose members 

would be unrelated to, nominated, confirmed, and mandated to function independently of, the 

judiciary- for receiving and acting on complaints about judges’ conduct and for inspecting 

their use of public funds. 
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To read on the JDR website the full Programmatic Proposal go to http://Judicial-Discipline-

Reform.org/Programmatic1.htm. (The PDFs hyperlinked therefrom need Adobe Acrobat Reader 7 

to open, which can be downloaded from the JDR homepage or from www.Adobe.com. Comments 

and inquiries are welcome; send them to Dr.Richard.Cordero.Esq@gmail.com.  
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